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Have you ever seen someone really good looking…

…and then they open their mouths and in under one minute your attraction has ended?



The relationships you’ve chosen to be in are driven by language…



On a speed dating night researchers recorded conversations…

…and asked daters to rate how much they had in common



But where couples matched
their language styles they
were 3X more likely to

start a relationship

Having things in common is a poor predictor of relationships starting…



Four months later…You guessed it…

The couples who matched language styles were
also 3X more likely to still be together

…and promotes loyalty



If you want to create a community…

If you mediate online communities…

Or you want to improve cohesion…

So in community building listening will always beat talking…



Meet Bob – our own Deep-Listening Robot

What Bob
Listens to

• Chatrooms/Forums
• Existing research
• One to One interviews
• Videos and diaries
• Online panels
• NPS/Review feedback

Hello!

BOB



You can think of words in three main psychological types…

1. Head Words

2. Body Words

3. Picture Words



1. HEAD WORDS: Conceptual ideas forcing our brains to think too much

Sustainability Responsibility

Trust
Respect

Creativity

Innovative
Strategy

Brand

NeuroscienceLoyalty

HelpfulnessBelief

Accountability
Purpose

Intelligence
Product

Ethical
Marketing



Thinking is to humans what swimming is to cats 
– the brain can think but it much prefers not to.
Daniel Kahneman



2. BODY WORDS: Sensory language makes our bodies respond

Perfumed
Aroma

Scent
Stink

Stench

Smell

Fragrant

Looking
See Purple

View
Square

Vivid Eyeing
Colourful

Watching

Listening
NoisyHear

Quietly

Voice
Speaking

Saying

Shout

Smell Sight Sound Touch Taste

Painfully
Feeling

Smoothly
Thorny

Wet
Slap

Tough
Kiss

Scratch

Delicious
Sweet

Bitterness
Tangy

Fruity Juicy
HoneyHot

Sing

Savour

Sour



We experience our world entirely through our senses…



A good multi-sensory experience is ALWAYS more satisfying than a single one

Online we only have two senses to work with…



Bob listened to online mums’ communities to measure their language needs

Visual Touch Auditory

Skin Care Bath Time Bed Time



Helpfulness is delivered emotionally through auditory language



The human mind works in pictures…connecting ideas together



What is money?

Don’t believe me? You will in 30 seconds time…

Money is WATER



Dipping into your savings

Cash flow

Pumping money into it

Public flotation

Pooling our resources

Money down the drain A flood of donations

Splashing out Liquidity crisis

Pouring in the
cash

Drowning in debt

We use this picture language without even thinking about it

Cash till float



And what do BANKS do..?



It comes from thousands of years of sensory interaction with coins.

They sound like water, they’re cool like water and they flow like water. 

Why are our brains wired up to frame money as water?



Community cohesion is largely based on shared pictures of a big idea:

What is education? We don’t know but we don’t think universities do either.

What is breast cancer? Bob listened to women sharing their stories.

What is success? Bob has listened to thousands of people.

What is creativity? We listened to people with a shared interest in learning.



But most brands are just guessing
Education is a STRUCTURE Education is TRANSFORMATION

Education is 
MOVEMENT

What is education?



We are on a journey…

…to beat the enemy

“BRING benefits to patients”

“Every STEP WE MAKE TOWARDS a cure” 

“So you can START to feel like yourself again”

“We owe it women to EXPLORE every avenue” 

“Join THE FIGHT AGAINST cancer”

“TACKLING some of the biggest scientific CHALLENGES” 

“Dedicated to BEATING cancer through research”

“We need you to join our ARMY of nurses”

Cancer charity websites and campaigns frame cancer like this:



But how do you find out how women with breast cancer are thinking?



Breast cancer is a force…

…affecting their pace of life

“Come on Ellie – KEEP GOING”

“I was in for a SLOW recovery”

“A TERRIFYING WHIRLWIND of tests, scans and x-rays”

“Breast cancer STRIKES not just me but the ones we love”“My fear of the future is OVERWHELMING”

“Emotions were just waiting to BURST FORTH”

“I need SWIFT appointments with the experts”

“It’s impossible for me to MOVE ON with my life”

Their psychology was very different…



%

Suddenly the context becomes clear – with the gaps quantified



This has been put to work with huge rises in user satisfaction



RISE to the occasion

Feeling DOWNCrest FALLEN

ON TOP of the worldFlying HIGH

LOW spirits

UP to heaven

UNDERworld

What is success?



What is Creativity?



BUT, for HR professionals, mentors and trainers, it meant much more

Creativity is a 
VALUABLE
RESOURCE…

…LOCKED INSIDE
all of us. When

it’s RELEASED…

…it enables us to 
make new 

CONNECTIONS 



This enabled Artgym to set up a community of L&D professionals 

Before…

After



After our work, this neuroscience study proved our listening was spot on…



Thank you for listening!


